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1 Introduction 

1.1 Communication Protocols 

EPIC supports a number of different communications protocols for sending and 

receiving all types of files. Communications protocols define the logical process 

by which communications between two computers is carried out. 

Communications protocols currently supported are: 

 OFTP 1 

 OFTP 2  

 AS/2 

 FTP 

 SFTP 

 X.400 

A comparison of these communications protocols can be found in the following 

chapters. 

1.2 Network Protocols: 

EPIC also supports a number of network protocols. Network protocols define the 

physical means by which the communication from one computer to another is 

made. Network protocols currently supported are: 

 TCP/IP 

 X.25  

 ISDN  

A summary of these network protocols can be found in appendix A. 
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2 Protocol Comparisons 

The following table compares the features of each protocol supported by EPIC.  

 O
F
T
P
1 

O
F
T
P
2 

A
S
/
2 

F
T
P 

S
F
T
P 

X
.
4
0
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Encrypted session commands       

Message encryption       

Digitally signed messages       

Digitally signed message receipts (EERP,MDN)       

Authentication       

Smart cards can be used to sign files and to decrypt 
them 

      

Data compression       

Advanced data compression (Deflate)       

File restart       

Delivery acknowledgements (EERP, MDN)       

File names preserved       

Both parties may initiate a connection       
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Receiver of the  connection may send files       

Independent of file storage architecture       

Direct communications between companies       

Protocol supported by third parties (VANs)       

File level routing via third parties       

Works over TCP/IP (Internet)       

Works over X.25       

Works over ISDN       

One protocol for all trading partners regardless of 
network connection type 

      

Companies with investments in X.25 and ISDN networks 
can use security 

      

No permanent Internet connections required       

Same command and data port       
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3 OFTP Version 1 

3.1 History 

The Odette File Transfer Protocol (RFC 2204) currently provides a standard 

communications base for sending and receiving EDI messages throughout 

Europe and most of the world.  

OFTP was first defined in 1986 by ODETTE International Ltd, a membership 

organisation formed by the automotive industry for the automotive industry. 

OFTP is a protocol for exchanging data in an automated environment and was 

initially designed to work over an X.25 network, but over the last two decades it 

has evolved to work over ISDN and TCP/IP networks. 

3.2 Market Sectors 

OFTP is the most widely-used protocol inside Europe for the exchange of EDI 

data.  Whilst being designed with the automotive industry sector in mind, it has 

been adopted by a wealth of industry sectors including retail, white goods, 

manufacturing, government, transport, insurance, banking and both chemical 

and petrochemical industries to name but a few.  

3.3 Benefits 

 OFTP has been designed to allow companies to communicate directly with 

one another, or via a third party as in the popular use of VANs, such as 

DINET, GXS and Easylink 

 OFTP can be used to transmit data of any type 

 OFTP preserves the original file format e.g. fixed and variable length record 

files 

 OFTP provides a mechanism for end-to-end file acknowledgements, which 

are generated when files have reached their final destination 

 Files can be exchanged in both directions, regardless of who initiated the 

connection 

 OFTP is extremely efficient and supports file restart and data compression.  

 OFTP supports multiple parallel communications sessions  

 OFTP removes any need for knowledge about the remote user‟s computer 

system 

3.4 Security 

Historically, OFTP connections were primarily established over point-to-point 

connections such as X.25 and ISDN, consequently the connection methods were 

relatively secure and additional protocol security was not deemed a necessity.  

Therefore, OFTP version 1 at a protocol level only provides User IDs and 

passwords for security.   
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However, a revised version of the OFTP version 1 specification was released 

that introduced support for OFTP over TCP/IP.  This allowed people to exchange 

data over faster, but insecure, connection media, such as the Internet. The onus 

was still on the network protocol to secure the connection and in some instances 

VPNs were used to provide that additional security. 

3.5 Protocol Description 

The OFTP protocol is based upon a peer-to-peer connection, where either party 

can initiate the connection and exchange files and acknowledgements in both 

directions. 

Following the establishment of the network connection between the two OFTP 

nodes, the Start Session Identification (SSID) command is sent to the trading 

partner. It informs them who the sender is, as a company. The SSID command 

includes the SSID code and also an OFTP password. The recipient sends back 

their SSID code and OFTP password in another SSID command. Either party 

can terminate the session if they do not recognise the contents of an SSID 

command.  

Once the session is established, an SFID command is sent. This is a request for 

permission to send a file. It includes the SFID code of the origin and the 

destination. In the simplest case the SFID code will be the same as the SSID 

code, but if a company has multiple entities, they may have a different SFID for 

each entity within the company. The recipient of the SFID can either accept the 

file (send back an SFPA command), or reject it (send back an SFNA command) 

if they do not recognise the origin or destination. 

3.5.1 File Routing Techniques  

The OFTP protocol supports two possible routing scenarios: 

 direct connection i.e. trading partner A sends files direct to trading partner B 

 indirect connection i.e. trading partner A exchanges files with trading partner 

B via VAN X 

In the direct connection scenario, trading partner A establishes a direct 

connection to trading partner B.  They exchange their SSID codes to establish 

the session and files from A are pushed directly onto B and vice versa.  

In the indirect connection scenario, trading partner A establishes a connection to 

VAN X and they exchange their SSID codes to establish the session.  Once the 

session has been established, trading partner A uses the SFID to address the 

file to trading partner B.  VAN X accepts the file and stores it until trading partner 

B next connects.  When trading partner B connects to VAN X, they exchange 

their SSID codes to establish the session.  Once the connection has been 

established, VAN X sends the file to trading partner B‟s SFID, but with an origin 

SFID of trading partner A. 
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3.5.1.1 Example Direct Connection 

The example below shows the OFTP commands exchanged when both 

company A and company B send a file and receive acknowledgements.  

 Company A makes a call out to Company B.  

 Company B responds with a „Start Session Ready Message‟ (SSRM) stating 

that they are ready to start using the OFTP protocol.  

 The companies swap SSID commands.  

 Company A sends a „Start File Identification‟ (SFID) command stating that 

they have a file to send. 

 Company B responds with a „Start File Positive Acknowledgement‟ (SFPA) 

command stating that they are willing to accept that file.  

 Company A proceeds to send the data.  

 After 4 data blocks, Company B sends back a „Credit‟ (CDT). (This is the 

equivalent of making a small response to indicate you are still on the line). 

 At the end of the file, Company A sends an „End File Identification‟ (EFID) 

command to state that this is the end of the file. 

 Company B sends back an „End file Positive Acknowledgement‟ (EFPA) 

command stating that the file was successfully received.  

 Company A has no more files to send, so now gives Company B the 

opportunity to send their files, by sending a „Change Direction‟ command 

(CD). 

 The process starts again (there is no need to sign on again with the SSRM 

and SSIDs), and Company A receives a file from Company B.  

 At the end of the file, they change direction again with a CD command. 
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 Company A acknowledges the file by sending an „End-To-End Response‟ 

(EERP). 

 Company B acknowledges the receipt of the EERP by sending the Ready-to-

Receive (RTR). 

 Company A has nothing more to send so passes control to Company B. 

 Company B also has no files or EERPs to transmit and so sends an „End 

Session Identification‟ (ESID), on receipt of which Company A hangs up the 

line.  

3.5.2 Protocol Data Units 

From the connection example above, it is clear that the OFTP protocol is 

extremely simple and consists of just fourteen commands.  The following 

sections outline all of the commands and provide a description of each. 

3.5.2.1 SSRM- Start Session Ready Message 

The first command to be sent after a physical connection has been made. It 

indicates to the person that initiated the session that he is communicating with 

another OFTP capable machine. 

3.5.2.2 SSID - Start Session Identification 

Contains User ID/Password information to identify the session partner together 

with indications of session capabilities. These capabilities are in the form of 

session negotiation information that allows the partners to request/accept/deny 

the use of special logic, compression and restart. 

3.5.2.3 SFID - Start File Identification 

A request to send a file. It contains such information as the destination code for 

the file, the file name and file size. 

3.5.2.4 SFPA - Start File Positive Acknowledge 

This command is returned in response to an SFID and it gives the confirmation 

that the file may be sent 

3.5.2.5 SFNA - Start File Negative Acknowledge 

This command is returned in response to an SFID and it refuses permission to 

send a file.  The SFNA command should indicate whether origin or destination of 

the file is unrecognised.   

3.5.2.6 DATA  

The actual file data. 

3.5.2.7 CDT – CreDiT 

Sent in response to a sequence of data blocks.  This depends on the OFTP 

window size, which defaults to 7.  This means that 7 data blocks are sent before 
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a CDT is sent in response.  If the window size is too low, the machine sending 

data has to wait excessively for CDTs. If the window size is too high, there may 

be memory shortages. 

3.5.2.8 EFID - End of File Identification 

This command is sent, after file data transfer has completed for an individual file, 

to indicate the End of File condition. It contains control totals to ensure the 

integrity of the file sent. 

3.5.2.9 EFPA - End of File Positive Acknowledge 

Sent in response to an EFID to indicate successful receipt of a file. 

3.5.2.10 EFNA - End of File Negative Acknowledge 

Sent in response to an EFID to indicate unsuccessful receipt of a file. Corrective 

action, like file retransmission, will be instigated. 

3.5.2.11 EERP - End to End ResPonse 

An EERP command is sent when a file reaches its ultimate destination. It is sent 

to the originator of the file to tell him that the file has been received. 

3.5.2.12 RTR - Ready To Receive 

This command is sent in response to an EERP.  It just passes control of the 

session back to the sender of the EERP (in case they have anything else to 

send). 

3.5.2.13 CD - Change Direction 

Sent when no more files or EERPs are available to be sent to the trading partner. 

It assigns control of the session to the trading partner who may send files or 

EERPs etc.  If the recipient of the CD also has nothing to send, he will issue an 

ESID. 

3.5.2.14 ESID - End of Session Identification 

Requests that the session be terminated and disconnected. 

An error code may be generated. 00 indicates that the session ended 

successfully, anything else may indicate that both systems did not send all of 

their files. 

3.6 What do I need in order to use OFTP? 

OFTP supports a number of network protocols. You will need to provide a 

connection to at least one of the following connection methods: 

 a TCP/IP connection 

 an ISDN connection 
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 an X.25 connection 

Appendix A describes these protocols.  

You will also need to exchange the following communications protocol details 

with your trading partner: 

 EDI codes (for all three levels – see below) 

 OFTP passwords, if use is agreed by both partners 

 details of the connection method you will be using 

3.6.1 Communication Protocol Parameters 

3.6.1.1 EDI Codes 

The OFTP protocol has 2 levels, the SSID and the SFID. Each level may have its 

own code, but in many cases the codes are the same. The codes at both levels 

may be referred to generally as EDI codes. 

 SSID Code – also referred to as the Network Node or the Physical Node 

 SFID Code – also referred to as the File Node 

SSID and SFID codes may be up to 25 characters long and should be made up 

using the following list of characters and no others. 

Character Description 

A to Z Uppercase alphabetic characters 

0 to 9 Numeric characters 

- Hyphen 

/ Slash or Oblique 

, Comma 

. Full Stop 

& Ampersand 

( Left hand bracket 

) Right hand Bracket 

 Blank or space (CAUTION - this is NOT 
recommended as some systems cannot 
cater for it). 

There are currently no standards for EDI codification schemes, but obviously it is 

vital that the code should be unique. New EDI users have a number of choices 

available to them. 

 Choose their company name (not recommended) 
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 Be allocated an EDI code by a third party network (VAN), trading partner or 

numbering organisation 

 Derive their own EDI Code 

If users wish to take the last course of action, the following are the ODETTE 

recommendations for the structure of an EDI code. 

Name Description 

Code 
Prefix 

The letter „O‟ 

ICD Code The ICD (International Code Designator) is 
a 4 character code as specified by the ISO 
standard ISO 6523. This identifies a 
standards organisation responsible for 
managing a numbering scheme. The 
scheme could either be an international 
scheme, such as the European Article 
Numbering Association (EAN) or a national 
scheme such as the U.K. Company 
Registration number. 

Company 
Code 

This is the code assigned by the agency 
specified in the ICD code above. If it is less 
than 14 character positions, then it should 
be right aligned and zero padded to the 
left. 

Sub 
Address 

This alpha-numeric field is a user assigned 
sub-address. It can identify various 
Physical Addresses within an organisation. 

An example EDI code for Data Interchange Plc would be:- 

O093200000002078041SYS001 

O is the code prefix 

0932 is the ICD for the U.K. company registration 
scheme 

2078041 is the Company Registration number for Data 
Interchange Plc 

SYS001 is a locally assigned code to describe the EDI 
entity 

Please note that this is a recommendation for the formation of an EDI code and 

NOT a standard. 

3.6.1.2 Password 

The OFTP password is sent as part of the SSID command when a connection to 

a trading partner is being established.  The password can be up to 8 characters 
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long and can use the same characters as the EDI code (described in the 

previous section).   
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4 OFTP Version 2 

4.1 History 

Revision 2 of the OFTP (RFC 5024) sought to ensure that it remained the 

mainstay protocol of choice for business-to-business communications. To that 

end the following changes/additions were made -  

       Session level encryption (using SSL/TLS) 

       Secure authentication 

       File level encryption 

       File compression using the DEFLATE algorithm 

       Signed EERP/NERP 

       Maximum permitted file size increased to 9PB (petabytes) 

       Virtual filename length increased to 255 characters 

Security services have been added to allow OFTP to be secure over the Internet 

and over X.25 networks and features like an enhanced compression routine 

have been added in response to the user community‟s wishes. 

The security features in the OFTP are centred on the use of X.509 certificates.  

All algorithms and enveloping technologies are standards that have been widely 

implemented on the major platforms. The use of self-signed certificates is 

allowed. 

OFTP 2 has been designed so that a secure session can be established with 

only one of the trading partners being required to have a certificate, this being 

the party that is the recipient of a connection attempt. This means that session 

security between an OEM and its trading partners can be achieved without 

requiring all the trading partners to obtain a certificate, assuming that trading 

partners connect to the OEM. 

Backward compatibility is important and OFTP 2 has been designed so that the 

new and changed commands can still be understood by applications supporting 

older versions of OFTP (1.4 and below). OFTP 2 capable applications, like EPIC, 

can negotiate the protocol level down to the highest level supported by both 

applications.  

4.2 Benefits 

 Protocol security removes the need for hardware VPNs with their very 

significant associated costs and setup times 

 Compression means reduced X.25 and ISDN call charges  

 Compression means reduced time to exchange data  

 Companies with investments in X.25 and ISDN networks can use OFTP 

Security  

 No permanent Internet connections required  

 Support for large files means less delays due to backlogged traffic  
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 Indirect communications via VANs possible  

 Direct communication bypassing VANs  

 One protocol for all trading partners regardless of network connection type  

 No traffic costs when communicating over the Internet  

 Lower overall costs means less supplier resistance  

 Lower overall costs means greater take up by suppliers  

 Well established base of companies already using OFTP  

 Tried and tested – already proven throughout the world by some of the 

largest companies in the world  

 No significant investment in new software required for the existing user base 

of OFTP software  

 Smart cards can be used in conjunction with the protocol to sign files and to 

decrypt them  

 Future proof for tomorrow‟s file sizes  

4.3 Security 

OFTP 2 provides three security services: 

 Session level encryption (SSL / TLS) 

 File level encryption 

 OFTP Authentication 

These security services are entirely optional and can be used in any 

combination.  

Session level encryption encrypts all of the OFTP session data between two 

trading partners so that an external party cannot see the data going between 

them. Session level security is achieved by layering OFTP over Transport Layer 

Security (TLS), distinguishing between secure and insecure TCP/IP traffic using 

different port numbers. This negotiation occurs outside of the OFTP session and 

so is transparent to the OFTP.  

In addition, a file can be encrypted and sent via OFTP using file level encryption. 

File encryption essentially offers the same level of security as session level, so 

two trading partners may choose to use one or the other. File encryption does 

not encrypt the OFTP session, and so it may be possible to uncover useful 

information e.g. if you use the VFN: TOPSECRETNEWMODELFOR3Q15, a third 

party could potentially get hold of this information. There is no such danger when 

using the session level encryption.  

It may well be that two companies wish to prevent external third parties from 

looking at the data being sent between them. This is accomplished using session 

level security. With the addition of file level security, only specific departments or 

individuals are able to read the file when it arrives at the recipient company. 

OFTP Authentication ensures that both parties are who they say they are and, 

based on this knowledge, a company can allow (or disallow) a party to send 

them files. No company wants just anybody to send them files (such as viruses). 
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OFTP Authentication increases the confidence that can be placed in the OFTP 

EDI codes and passwords that are exchanged in SSIDs. 

4.4 Protocol Changes 

4.4.1 Maximum File Length 

The SFID has been changed to allow for a maximum file length of 9.3PB 

(petabytes), which is well beyond what is currently considered a realistic file size. 

4.4.2 Virtual Filename Length 

The length of the virtual filename in the SFID has been extended from 26 to 255 

characters to reflect the wide variety of file name lengths on different platforms. 

4.4.3 Secure Authentication 

The SSID command now contains a „Secure Authentication‟ indicator used 

optionally to request that new OFTP commands be exchanged to confirm the 

true identities of the trading partners in session. 

The new commands are AUCH (authentication challenge), AURP (authentication 

response) and SECD (security change direction). They flow after SSID exchange 

as follows - 

 Initiator <-------------SSRM –-       Responder 

           -- SSID ------------>       Identification 

           <------------ SSID --       Identification 

           -- SECD ------------>       Security Change Direction 

           <------------ AUCH --       Challenge (the Initiator) 

           -- AURP ------------>       Response 

           <------------ SECD --       Change Direction 

           -- AUCH ------------>       Challenge (the Responder) 

           <------------ AURP --       Response 

Both the initiator and the responder exchange SSIDs as normal so that the 

protocol options, including whether authentication is required, can be negotiated. 

The Secure Authentication phase authenticates the initiator first and then the 

responder. The Secure Authentication phase first changes direction using the 

Security Change Direction to allow the responder to send out an encrypted 

challenge to the initiator. The initiator sends back a response, which is the 

decrypted plain text of the challenge. If the response matches the original 

unencrypted challenge, the initiator is verified. A Security Change Direction is 

sent to allow the responder to authenticate himself to the initiator. 

4.4.4 File Security 

The content of a file is kept from third parties by encryption. Signing ensures that 

it has not been corrupted (accidentally or maliciously) and that it was sent by the 

claimed originator. 
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New SFID fields indicate if a file has been signed, compressed and/or encrypted. 

Any or all of the processes are optional but they are always preformed in this 

exact sequence - 

1. Sign the original data 

2. Compress the signed data 

3. Encrypt the compressed/signed data 

4.4.5 Signed EERP/NERP 

Another new indicator in the SFID is used optionally to request that any EERP 

(or NERP) returned for the file must be signed. An EERP is an acknowledgment 

that a file has been delivered to its final destination. By checking a digital 

signature, the originator of a file knows that the EERP was sent by the claimed 

trading partner and is a true acknowledgment of receipt. 

4.4.6 File Compression 

Improved compression is provided in OFTP 2 by the ZLIB/Deflate algorithm. This 

compresses a whole file before transmission unlike the old method that 

compressed buffers as they were transmitted. 

4.4.7 Cryptography Standards 

4.4.7.1 Cryptographic Algorithms 

There are two main types of encryption algorithm - symmetric and asymmetric. 

Asymmetric algorithms afford a very high level of security, but because of the 

complex mathematical calculations involved they are very slow. Symmetric 

algorithms are much faster than asymmetric ones but the level of security is not 

as high. 

The basis of a symmetric algorithm is that both of the parties involved share a 

key, known as a symmetric key. Both parties are equally vulnerable to the key 

falling into the wrong hands. 

The principle of an asymmetric algorithm is that you have your own key that is 

known only to you - a private key. You also have a key that you share with your 

trading partners - a public key. Together the keys are known as a key pair. Both 

keys are generated at the same time and, although they are completely 

dependent on one another, the private key cannot easily be derived from the 

public key. An asymmetric algorithm allows data that has been encrypted with 

one of the keys, to be decrypted with the other. 

Your trading partners encrypt with your public key and you decrypt with your 

private key. As only you have your private key, no third party can break the 

confidentiality of the exchange. 

As the size of the data grows, the amount of time spent in internal calculations by 

an asymmetric algorithm grows exponentially and becomes unacceptable, so in 
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practice the best features of both types of algorithm are combined. A randomly 

generated symmetric key is used to encrypt the data to take advantage of the 

speed of the symmetric algorithm. The relatively short symmetric key is 

encrypted with an asymmetric algorithm using your public key and appended to 

the encrypted data. Only you can decrypt the symmetric key, so only you can 

use it to decrypt the data. 

Another benefit of asymmetric algorithms is that they allow you to encrypt data 

using your private key. Everyone who knows your public key can decrypt the 

data. As only you could have encrypted it, it is proof that you generated it. In this 

case 'encrypt' is better termed 'sign' and 'decrypt', 'verify'. 

Signing an entire file is a very slow process for large files. In practice, the unique 

characteristics of the original file are summarised by using a message digest or 

hashing algorithm. A message digest algorithm takes the input file and produces 

a small, fixed length, combination of bytes that uniquely represent the input file. 

The output of the message digest algorithm is known as the message digest or 

hash. The message digest algorithms have one very important feature - the 

same input always produces the same output but different inputs could never 

produce the same output. The message digest is signed (encrypted) with a 

private key to produce a signature that is appended to the original file. 

Verifying the signature is the reverse process. To verify that the file is coming 

from the sender, the signature is decrypted using the sender's public key. To 

verify that the file has not been modified, the receiver uses the same message 

digest algorithm on the signed file and compares the output with the decrypted 

signature. 

4.4.7.2 Cryptographic Algorithms Supported by OFTP 2 

The choice of algorithms to use for security or compression is for bilateral 

agreement between partners outside of OFTP 2. 

The algorithms for symmetric/asymmetric cryptography and hashing that are 

supported by OFTP 2 are: 

Symmetric Asymmetric Hashi
ng 

3DES_EDE_CBC_3
KEY 

RSA_PKCS1
_15 

SHA-
1 

AES_256_CBC RSA_PKCS1
_15 

SHA-
1 

TripleDES uses Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode for added security and uses 

the EDE (Encryption Decryption Encryption) process with 3 different 64 bit keys. 

RSA padding is defined in PKCS #1. 

AES uses a 256 bit key in CBC mode. 
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4.4.7.3 Certificates 

You keep your private key secure but need to distribute your public key freely to 

your trading partners. 

A public and private key pair has no intrinsic association with any company; it is 

simply a pair of numbers. Your trading partners need assurance that the public 

key they have been given is truly your's. 

Digital certificates bind an identity to a pair of electronic keys. A digital certificate, 

an electronic record which lists a public key and confirms that the company 

identified in the certificate holds the corresponding private key, makes it possible 

to verify someone's claim that they have the right to use a given key, helping to 

prevent people from using counterfeit keys to impersonate other users. 

Digital certificates are also known as X.509 certificates, a standard defined by 

ISO (International Standards Organisation). 

4.4.7.3.1 How can certificates be obtained? 

Certificates can be obtained in three different ways: 

 Created by the user of a certificate, known as a self-signed certificate 

 Trading Partner distribution, created by a customer for their suppliers 

 Generated by a Certification Authority (CA) 

The main issue relating to the provision of certificates is that of trust. Before a 

certificate can be accepted as trustworthy by a trading partner, the issuer of the 

certificate must first be trusted. 

Additionally, each user should only have one certificate that is accepted by all of 

their trading partners, rather than being required to use a different certificate for 

each. Large trading partners may also maintain their own Public Key 

Infrastructure (PKI) to provide certificates directly to their suppliers. A PKI is a 

collection of technologies, processes and organisational policies that support the 

use of public key cryptography and in particular the means to verify the 

authenticity of public keys. 

4.4.7.3.2 Self-Signed Certificates 

A self-signed certificate is a certificate that is signed by its own creator, that is, 

the person that created the certificate also signed off on its legitimacy. 

Self-signed certificates do not provide any assurance that the certificate can be 

trusted and self-signing is generally not regarded as an acceptable way of 

creating certificates. 

4.4.7.3.3 Trading Partner provided certificates 

In the absence of an agreed common approach to digital security some major 

companies have not only started issuing certificates to their suppliers, but have 

also inserted proprietary supplementary information into the certificate in order to 
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make certificate usage easier within their IT systems. Although this practice may 

make it easier for the individual trading partner, it could render the certificate 

useless with other trading partners. 

4.4.7.4 Certification Authorities (CAs) 

4.4.7.4.1 What is a Certification Authority? 

A certification authority (CA) is an organisation, usually commercial, which issues 

certificates for use by other parties. Through marketing and audited compliance 

with recognised international standards, some CAs are better regarded than 

others. 

4.4.7.4.2 CA provided certificates 

A CA issues a user‟s certificate and then signs the certificate with its own 

certificate; in turn the CA‟s certificate may be signed by another CA. Ultimately, 

there will be a highest-ranking CA which does not have its own certificate signed 

by another CA. 

The value of obtaining a certificate from a CA (rather than using a self-signed 

certificate) is that the CA is widely trusted and therefore other users will implicitly 

trust the user‟s certificate. This mechanism relies upon the CA‟s certificate being 

trusted on the computer on which the user‟s certificate will be used. 

4.4.7.5 Certificate Usage in OFTP 2 

4.4.7.5.1 Session Security 

Session security encrypts an entire communications session between two 

trading partners so that it is not possible for a third party to view the original 

documents being exchanged. All protocol data units are encrypted so it is not 

possible to understand what protocol units are being exchanged or to examine 

their content. The mechanism employed by OFTP 2 is the same as used when 

making a secure connection (SSL/TLS) to a web site over the public internet. 

Only the receiver of the connection request (the server) needs a certificate. The 

server sends his public key to the client. The client generates a random 

symmetric key that will be used to encrypt/decrypt all later exchanges between 

the two. The client uses the server‟s public key to encrypt the random key and 

sends it to the server. As only the server can decrypt the random key the session 

data will be secure. 

4.4.7.5.2 File Security 

File security provides an additional level of security by allowing a file to be 

encrypted and/or signed. Even without session security, an encrypted file is 

securely exchanged between two companies and remains encrypted until it 

reaches its ultimate destination - a specific department or individual inside the 

recipient company. Signing proves the authenticity of the originator, even after a 

received file has been extracted into an in-house system. 
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To exchange encrypted/signed files and signed EERPs/NERPs, both parties 

need their own and the other's certificate. You sign and decrypt with your private 

key certificate and verify and encrypt with your trading partner‟s public key 

certificate. 

4.4.7.5.3 Authentication 

Secure authentication uses certificates to authenticate two communicating 

entities to each other. This security prevents malicious users from connecting to 

an EDI server and attempting to send viruses or attempting to hack it.  

Digital certificates act like passports, to prove the holder is who they say they 

are. It is the responsibility of the recipient of the communications session to 

accept or reject the connection based upon the credentials supplied. 

To authenticate, both parties need their own and the other's certificate. You 

decrypt with your private key certificate and encrypt with your trading partner‟s 

public key certificate. 

4.4.7.6 Cryptographic Message Syntax 

The Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS) is the Internet Engineering Task 

Force‟s (IETF) standard for cryptographic protected messages. It can be used to 

digitally sign, digest, authenticate or encrypt any form of digital data. 

In OFTP version 1 file data is transmitted with a sequence of data commands. In 

OFTP 2, an entire file is signed, encrypted and/or compressed, enveloping the 

data in CMS control information. The resulting CMS package is transmitted, like 

version 1, with a sequence of data commands. At the recipient, the package is 

re-assembled and the CMS control information used to decompress, decrypt 

and/or verify it to reconstitute the original file. 

4.5 What do I need in order to use OFTP 2? 

OFTP 2 uses the same network protocols and requires the same communication 

protocol parameters as OFTP 1. Please refer to the “What do I need” sections of 

the OFTP version 1 chapter for the details. 

In addition, to use the security features of OFTP 2, you and your trading partners 

will require X.509 certificates and will need to exchange public keys with each 

other. 

Session security uses SSL/TLS and works only over a TCP/IP network but file 

security and authentication may be used over any network protocol. 
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5 AS2 

5.1 History 

AS2 (Applicability Statement 2) is an RFC that was developed by the Internet 

Engineering Task Force (IETF) for the secure exchange of business documents 

and business-to-business (B2B) transactions over the Internet. The first draft of 

AS2 was produced in late 1996. It took a further decade before finally becoming 

an RFC standard (RFC 4130) in July 2005.  

AS2 uses HTTP (hypertext transmission protocol) as its transport protocol. AS2 

utilises HTTP and MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) to provide a 

secure solution for the exchange of data over the Internet.  

Data can consist of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) messages, but may be of 

any other message type. AS2 specifies how to connect, deliver, validate and 

acknowledge data, and creates an envelope for a message which is then sent 

securely over the Internet. 

5.2 Market Sectors 

AS2 was an American initiative to produce a business protocol and was intended 

primarily as a way of bypassing VANs by having direct communications between 

trading partners over the Internet.  Much of the usage of AS2 has been confined 

to the United States and specifically to the retail sector.  

5.3 Benefits 

 Elimination or reduction of Value-added network (VAN) costs  

 Designed to push data securely and reliably over the Internet  

 Fast and reliable connectivity  

 Encryption ensures that only the sender and receiver can view the data  

 Digital signatures ensure authentication; only messages from authorized 

senders are accepted  

 The use of a hash algorithm ensures data integrity by detecting whether the 

document was altered during transmission  

5.3.1 Disadvantages 

 A static IP address, permanent Internet connection and firewall are needed  

 Cannot pull data  

 File restart is optional  

 AS2 software must be certified on an ongoing basis   

 Need to manage the certificates used for secure connections  

 Only works over TCP/IP networks  
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5.4 Security 

AS2 makes use of several optional security features 

 Data Encryption  

 Digital signatures 

 Transmission encryption (HTTPS) 

Data encryption and signing ensure that: 

 Only the intended receiver can view the data 

 The document is authenticated with digital signatures 

 The document has not been altered during transmission 

You can send encrypted data via HTTP and be confident that it will arrive at its 

intended destination without being intercepted or altered. However, for added 

security you can use HTTPS, which simply provides an extra level of security for 

the means of communication. 

5.5 Protocol Description 

An implementation of AS2 involves two machines, a client and a server, 

communicating over the Internet. At the operating system level, the AS2 client 

may be a server as well, offering its communication services to application 

software. 

The client sends data to the server (e.g. a trading partner). On receipt of the 

message, the receiving application sends an acknowledgment or MDN (Message 

Disposition Notification) back to the sender. 

The AS2 protocol is based on HTTP and S/MIME. It was the second AS protocol 

developed and uses the same signing, encryption and MDN conventions used in 

the original AS1 protocol. 

The key features of AS2 are: 

 Peer-to-peer interchange. An implementation requires characteristics of both 

client and server. The 'client' part pushes data to a trading partner. The 

'server' part, required to be always-on, receives data. The receiving 

application then pushes an acknowledgement back to the sender (if 

required). 

 Files are sent as "attachments" in a specially coded S/MIME message (an 

AS2 message)  

 AS2 messages are always sent using the HTTP POST request. The AS2 

specification references the HTTP/1.1 specification. Only the part describing 

the POST request is relevant for AS2. 

 Data transmission is over TCP/IP, with or without SSL (Secure Sockets 

Layer) as HTTPS, to a static IP address. It is acceptable to use a different 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secure_Sockets_Layer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secure_Sockets_Layer
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receiving address depending on whether SSL communication is or is not 

required. 

 Data can be transmitted signed and/or encrypted; the possible combinations 

are therefore: 

Unsecured data – not encrypted, not signed. 

Signed data – not encrypted. 

Encrypted data – not signed. 

Signed and encrypted data 

 Data security, through signing and/or encryption, is achieved using S/MIME 

(secured MIME). S/MIME is, in turn, dependent upon CMS (Cryptographic 

Message Syntax). 

 In addition, data may be compressed before encryption, using a new MIME 

type for compression 

 Messages may request an MDN message back if all went well, but do not 

have to request such a message  

 If the original AS2 message requested an MDN then -  

 upon the receipt of the message and its successful decryption or signature 

validation (as necessary) an MDN "success" message will be sent back to 

the original sender. This MDN is typically signed but never encrypted (unless 

temporarily encrypted in transit via HTTPS).  

 upon the receipt and successful verification of the signature on the MDN, the 

original sender will "know" that the recipient got their message (this provides 

the "Non-repudiation" element of AS2)  

 if there are any problems receiving or interpreting the original AS2 message, 

a "failed" MDN may be sent back. However, part of the AS2 protocol states 

that the client must treat a lack of an MDN as a failure as well, so some AS2 

receivers will simply not return an MDN in this case.  

 MDNs can be sent synchronously (returned as a response to the HTTP 

POST request that initiated the transmission) or asynchronously (over SMTP, 

or in a separate HTTP POST request initiated by the receiving application, in 

which case the MDN may be directed to a different host than the original data 

sender). 

Like any other AS file transfer, AS2 file transfers typically require both sides of 

the exchange to trade SSL certificates and specific "trading partner" names 

before any transfers can take place. AS2 trading partner names can usually be 

any valid phrase. 

The following steps are usually involved in AS2 transmissions, whether they are 

sent by you to your trading partners or by your trading partners to you. 
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 Data repository – data to be sent is placed somewhere ready to be picked up 

 Encryption – the data is picked up and encrypted  

 Signing – after encryption, a digital signature is generated and attached to 

the transmission 

 Transmission – the data is transmitted from one trading partner to another 

using HTTP or HTTPS 

 Signature Verification – on receipt, the signature attached to the transmission 

is verified to ensure it was sent from an accepted sender and the integrity of 

the data is checked to ensure there have been no alterations since it left the 

sender 

 Decryption – the data is decrypted by the recipient  

 File storage – the decrypted file is delivered to the recipient‟s system for 

processing 

 Return of MDN – a Message Disposition Notification (MDN) is generated and 

returned to the sender to acknowledge successful receipt of the data by the 

receiver (if the MDN is signed, this provides non-repudiation of receipt) 

 Verification of MDN signature – the data sender verifies the MDN signature to 

ensure that the data was received by the expected recipient  

5.5.1 AS2 Protocol Features 

The following sections examine further some of the features of the AS2 protocol. 

5.5.1.1 POST Request / AS2 Headers 

A sample HTTP  POST, including AS2 headers, is shown below: 

  POST /as2/Receiver.aspx HTTP/1.1 

  Host: 192.168.1.131 

  Date: Mon, 17 May 2004 16:49:04 GMT 

  Content-Length: 1814; 

  Content-Type: application/EDIFACT; 

  AS2-To: KF001 

  AS2-From: AZ001 

  AS2-Version: 1.1 

  Message-Id: <4fe852cc-2f00-4459-a83d-7f8cc17026c9@kf001> 

  Disposition-Notification-To: a@dip.co.uk 

  Disposition-Notification-Options: signed-receipt-

protocol=optional, 

    pkcs7-signature; signed-receipt-micalg=optional, sha1, md5 

  MIME-Version: 1.0 

  Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="smime.p7m" 

The table sets out the meaning of each line: 
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Header Description 

POST The POST request specifies the local part 

of the recipient address, which represents 

the AS2 receiving process, and the HTTP 

version 

Host Address of the intended recipient 

Date Date and time of posting  

Content-

Length 

Specifies the length of the message 

Content-

Type 

MIME content type header 

MIME-

Version  

Specifies the MIME version in use 

AS2-To (AS2 Header) ID of the message recipient 

– may be any string agreed upon by the 

trading partners 

AS2-From (AS2 Header) ID of the message sender – 

may be any string agreed upon by the 

trading partners 

AS2-

Version 

(AS2 Header) Version of AS2 used (use 

1.1 for versions that support compression, 

1.0 otherwise) 

Message-Id (AS2 Header) Uniquely identifies the 

message, in the form <lhs@rhs> where 

'lhs' is a globally unique value and 'rhs' is 

a value that is associated with the sender 

Disposition-

Notification-

To 

(AS2 Header) Address to which MDN is to 

be sent 

Disposition-

Notification-

Options 

(AS2 Header) MDN options request – 

signed or unsigned 

5.5.1.2 Signed and Encrypted Data 

When signing and encrypting, the process is: 

 Sign first (create a multipart/signed MIME entity with data in the first sub-part 

and  a detached signature in the second) 
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 Encrypt (envelope) the signed multipart MIME entity. 

Once decrypted it can be identified as multipart/signed MIME data and the 

signature verified accordingly. 

5.5.1.3 Compression 

Compression can be turned on or off using the S/MIME type 'compressed-data'. 

The compression format given in the AS2 specification is ZLIB/DEFLATE, 

defined in RFC 1950 and RFC 1951. In addition to compressing the data into a 

ZLIB archive, however, compression for AS2 also requires that the archive be 

packaged in a CMS object. The description of adding compressed data to a CMS 

entity appears in an RFC draft (draft-ietf-smime-compression).  

5.5.1.4 Signed, encrypted and compressed data 

As with uncompressed data, the process for signing and encrypting data is to 

perform the encryption after the signing. Encrypted, signed, compressed data 

looks the same as standard encrypted data in the POST request.  

5.6 What do I need in order to use AS2? 

For an AS2 connection you will need: 

 a permanent connection to the Internet 

You would normally also need a web server, but using EPIC as your AS2 

software means that you do not need a separate web server, since EPIC 

performs all the functionality of a web server that is required by AS2. 

For AS2 connections you will need to exchange the following: 

 AS2 identifier (AS2 Name) 

 URL/Port of AS2 server 

 Async/Sync MDN Type to be used 

 current AS2 certificate 

 any other details required by individual trading partners e.g. retail user IDs for 

access 
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6 FTP 

6.1 History 

FTP (File Transfer Protocol) was published as an RFC in April 1971 and was 

republished in 1985 as RFC 959.  It is an interactive mechanism for bi-directional 

file transfer between a client and a server. 

6.2 Market Sectors 

FTP is used to exchange all types of files, in all market sectors. Its use has 

grown steadily and it is now a commonly used file transfer protocol throughout 

the world.  

6.3 Benefits 

 It is a very common protocol that is used on many platforms. 

 It has been around for a long time. 

 It is a relatively simple protocol that is easy to use (It is supported by clients 

through most web browsers, explorer in Windows and through the 'ftp' 

command in most Linux, UNIX and MSDOS distributions). 

 A directory structure can be represented, allowing the organisation of files. 

 Security is implemented through username and passwords. 

 The client can choose which files they wish to download. 

6.4 Security 

An FTP client identifies himself with a user ID and password. It is the FTP 

server‟s responsibility, in conjunction with operating system access controls, to 

ensure that he does only what he is permitted.   

This is a very low level of security, which, combined with a network protocol 

(TCP/IP) that offers little security, makes FTP perhaps the least secure file 

transfer mechanism.  

6.5 Protocol Description 

After an FTP client connects to a server, the client issues commands to perform 

actions. These commands allow files and directories to be manipulated, for 

example a list of files can be viewed, uploaded and downloaded and directories 

can be created or removed. 

The directory structure portrayed by the server is hierarchical. Navigation 

through this directory structure can be performed by change directory commands 

entered by the user. 

Files of any type can be exchanged (uploaded and downloaded) between the 

FTP client and server, although this may be dependent on the FTP server 

implementation. 
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6.5.1 FTP server types 

There are two main types of FTP server implementation, which are described in 

the following sections. 

6.5.1.1 Common FTP server 

The predominant type, it exposes a directory structure based upon the physical 

contents of a directory within the FTP server machine and the commands issued 

by the user physically access/change the contents of that directory. This is 

typically the type accessed on the Internet. 

6.5.1.2 Virtual FTP server 

The other type of FTP server is one where there is a business need for a readily 

accessible medium for file transfer that is tightly integrated with a back end 

application. The back end application portrays to the user a directory and file 

structure commonly seen on FTP servers. 

The commands issued by the user will be interpreted by the back end application 

and the appropriate action initiated according to the FTP standard. In this 

instance, the directory structure may not represent the physical directory 

structure, but may represent the data relevant to the application. 

6.5.2 Active and Passive Modes 

When an FTP connection is established, it is called the control connection. The 

client can send commands over this control connection, the first of which has to 

be a username command, followed by a password command. This logs the client 

in and allows the client to send more advanced commands that get directory 

listings, send files and receive files. To get directory listings and transfer files, an 

additional connection is needed, known as the data connection. There are two 

ways in which this data connection can be established. First the client can send 

a „PORT‟ command which instructs the server to connect to a specified IP 

address and port on the client machine. This so-called Active mode requires the 

client to have ports on their computer open to the network.  

Instead of this, the client can opt for Passive mode, where the server gives the 

client an IP address and port and the client must establish the connection with an 

open port on the server. Passive mode is common as it leaves the client closed 

with no need to have any ports open for incoming connections.  

6.5.3 FTP implementation considerations 

6.5.3.1 Data port issues 

When a client initiates a connection with an FTP server a control session is 

established, to a specific TCP port (usually 21), over which FTP commands and 

responses are exchanged. Data exchange is performed on a separate TCP 

connection. 
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The TCP port number used for data transfer is allocated from a defined pool of 

ports on the client and server sides. 

Due to the variation of data port numbers that may be used during an FTP 

session, Firewall implementations must monitor an FTP control session and 

dynamically open the ports requested for data transfer, otherwise the data 

transfer would be blocked by the Firewall. This mode of operation introduces a 

loophole that can be exploited by a malicious party in the form of a denial of 

service attack upon the server machine. 

6.5.3.2 Port closedown 

There are three modes of file transfer, stream, block and compressed although it 

is quite common to only support stream transfer. When using the stream mode of 

data transfer closing the port indicates the end of the file. This causes a problem 

if multiple files are to be transferred in the session, due to need for TCP to hold 

the port for a time out period to guarantee the reliable communication. Therefore, 

the port cannot be reopened immediately and a new port must be assigned for 

any subsequent files. 

The way in which FTP opens and assigns multiple ports is different from other 

communications protocols, which use a single port for all commands and data 

transfer and therefore pose no problems to Firewalls and the security of systems 

available from the Internet. 

6.6 What do I need in order to use FTP? 

For an FTP connection you will need: 

 A connection to the Internet, either via a leased line or a broadband 

connection 

With each of your FTP trading partners, you have to agree whether you or they 

will initiate the connection. If you initiate the connection, you are the FTP client. If 

they initiate the connection, you are the FTP server. 

For an FTP connection you will need to: 

 exchange IP addresses 

 exchange the Port numbers through which you can access each other's 

systems 

 exchange user IDs and passwords 

 ensure that your firewall is configured to allow access in both directions 

through the specified Ports 
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7 SFTP 

7.1 History 

The SSH File Transfer Protocol (draft-ietf-secsh-filexfer) was first published as 

an Internet Draft in January 2001 as version 3. Alterations to the draft protocol 

were made until July 2006 as version 6, when the working group was cancelled.  

The protocol has never been made an Internet Standard but is widely 

implemented.  

7.2 Market Sectors 

SFTP is more like a remote file system protocol than file transfer protocol. It is 

used to securely manipulate a remote file system over a TCP/IP network, which 

may include downloading and uploading files. Although commonly used as a 

secure alternative to FTP, the protocol is completely different. 

SFTP adoption was initially limited to the UNIX community, OpenSSH being the 

most common server and client implementation. Revisions to the protocol have 

made it more platform-independent and applicable to Windows-based file 

systems.  

7.3 Benefits 

 Very secure protocol, layered over SSH2, which uses proven Diffie-Hellman 

security practices.  

 From a user‟s perspective, security is implemented through username and 

passwords. 

 It is a relatively simple protocol that is easy to use. There are a wide range of 

free interactive clients for UNIX and Windows environments. 

 Uses a single TCP/IP connection. 

 A directory structure can be represented, allowing the organisation of files. 

 Strongly-typed protocol, which eliminates platform compatibility problems 

found with FTP (though early SFTP versions standardise on UNIX principles)  

 The client can choose which files they wish to download. 

 The client can manipulate files after upload, including deleting them. 

7.4 Security 

An SFTP server identifies himself to clients using a host key. Commonly, this 

host key is generated from a public certificate. Clients are asked to trust this key 

as identifying the authentic server. 

An SFTP client identifies himself with a username and password. There are 

other alternative methods of client identification that are not so widely 

implemented. It is the SFTP server‟s responsibility, in conjunction with operating 

system access controls, to ensure that he does only what he is permitted.   
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The security of SFTP is solely the responsibility of an SSH2 transport layer, 

which uses proven Diffie-Hellman practices to establish a secure session.  

7.5 Protocol Description 

The SFTP protocol follows a simple request-response model, exchanging 

defined packets over a single secure connection. These packets can be 

considered as commands or data, depending on their specified type. Each 

request packet sent to the server contains a sequence number, and there is 

always a single response packet sent from the server containing this same 

sequence number. This allows requests to be queued up on the server. 

7.5.1 SSH 

The security of an SFTP session, including authentication of server and client, is 

delegated to an SSH2 layer. The SFTP layer has no involvement with security 

and authentication and indeed could operate over a different type of secure 

layer. 

SSH2 is an internet standard dictated by many RFCs, particularly RFC 4251. It is 

made up of three internal layers: 

1. The Transport Layer Protocol [SSH-TRANS] provides server authentication, 

confidentiality, and integrity. It may optionally also provide compression. The 

transport layer will typically be run over a TCP/IP connection, but might also 

be used on top of any other reliable data stream. This layer uses Diffie-

Hellman practices to establish a secure connection. 

2. The User Authentication Protocol [SSH-USERAUTH] authenticates the client-

side user to the server. It runs over the transport layer protocol. 

3. The Connection Protocol [SSH-CONNECT] multiplexes the encrypted tunnel 

into several logical channels. It also runs over the transport layer protocol, 

assuming that user authentication has taken place. and authentication of the 

client  

7.5.2 Protocol Data Units 

The following sections outline all of the defined packets in SFTP version 3. 

These are the only possibly data units that can be exchanged over the SSH 

transport layer.  

7.5.2.1 SSH_FXP_INIT 

The first command sent to the SFTP server from the client after an SSH session 

has been established. This tells the server to initialise the SFTP session and 

negotiate the protocol version that will be used. The server responds with an 

SSH_FXP_VERSION packet.  
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7.5.2.2 SSH_FXP_VERSION 

This packet is sent in response to an SSH_FXP_INIT packet to indicate to the 

client that the SFTP session has been successfully initialised using the specified 

protocol version. After this point, the client may begin queuing up file system 

manipulation requests. 

7.5.2.3 SSH_FXP_OPEN 

A request sent to the server to open a handle on a new or existing file. The 

server opens/creates the file ready for reading or writing, and then sends an 

SSH_FXP_HANDLE response to the client.  

7.5.2.4 SSH_FXP_CLOSE 

A request sent to the server to close an open file or directory handle. The server 

closes the file or directory, and then sends an SSH_FXP_STATUS response to 

the client. 

7.5.2.5 SSH_FXP_READ 

A request sent to the server to read data from an open file handle. The server 

reads the requested data, and then sends an SSH_FXP_DATA response 

containing the requested data. Once the end of file is reached, an 

SSH_FXP_STATUS response is sent that indicates end of file.   

7.5.2.6 SSH_FXP_WRITE 

A request sent to the server to write data into an open file handle. The server 

writes the given data, and then sends an SSH_FXP_STATUS response to the 

client. 

7.5.2.7 SSH_FXP_LSTAT 

A request sent to the server to get the attributes of a specified file. The server 

responds with an SSH_FXP_ATTRS packet containing the attributes of the file, 

or an SSH_FXP_STATUS packet if the file does not exist.  

7.5.2.8 SSH_FXP_FSTAT 

A request sent to the server to get the attributes of an open file handle. The 

server responds with an SSH_FXP_ATTRS packet containing the attributes of 

the file, or an SSH_FXP_STATUS packet if the file does not exist. 

7.5.2.9 SSH_FXP_SETSTAT 

A request sent to the server to set the attributes of a specified file. The server 

writes the given attributes into the file, and then sends an SSH_FXP_STATUS 

response to the client. 
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7.5.2.10 SSH_FXP_FSETSTAT 

A request sent to the server to set the attributes of an open file handle. The 

server writes the given attributes into the file, and then sends an 

SSH_FXP_STATUS response to the client. 

7.5.2.11 SSH_FXP_OPENDIR 

A request sent to the server to open a handle on an existing directory. The 

server opens the directory ready for scanning, and then sends an 

SSH_FXP_HANDLE response to the client. 

7.5.2.12 SSH_FXP_READDIR 

A request sent to the server to read the names of child objects of an open 

directory handle. The server responds with an SSH_FXP_NAME packet 

containing details of all the child file system objects. Once there are no more 

names to read, the server sends an SSH_FXP_STATUS response to the client. 

7.5.2.13 SSH_FXP_REMOVE 

A request sent to the server to remove a file. The server removes the file, and 

then sends an SSH_FXP_STATUS response to the client. 

7.5.2.14 SSH_FXP_MKDIR 

A request sent to the server to create a new directory. The server creates the 

directory, and then sends an SSH_FXP_STATUS response to the client. 

7.5.2.15 SSH_FXP_RMDIR 

A request sent to the server to remove an existing directory. The server removes 

the directory, and then sends an SSH_FXP_STATUS response to the client. 

7.5.2.16 SSH_FXP_REALPATH 

A request sent to the server to get the absolute UNIX-formatted path of a given 

relative path. The server responds with an SSH_FXP_NAME packet containing 

the canonicalised path string. 

7.5.2.17 SSH_FXP_STAT 

A request sent to the server to get the attributes of a specified file. The server 

responds with an SSH_FXP_ATTRS packet containing the attributes of the file, 

or an SSH_FXP_STATUS packet if the file does not exist. 

7.5.2.18 SSH_FXP_RENAME 

A request sent to the server to rename an existing file. The server renames the 

file, and then sends an SSH_FXP_STATUS response to the client. 
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7.5.2.19 SSH_FXP_READLINK 

A request sent to the server to get the target of a symbolic link. The server 

responds with an SSH_FXP_NAME packet containing the path of the target file. 

7.5.2.20 SSH_FXP_RENAME 

A request sent to the server to create a new symbolic link. The server creates 

the link, and then sends an SSH_FXP_STATUS response to the client. 

7.5.2.21 SSH_FXP_STATUS 

A response sent from the server containing general information about a relative 

request. Such information is often simply OK, or it may be used to indicate the 

end of a file, file does not exist, or some other server error. 

7.5.2.22 SSH_FXP_HANDLE 

A response sent from the server containing a handle string to a requested file or 

directory.  

7.5.2.23 SSH_FXP_DATA 

A response sent from the server containing requested file data. 

7.5.2.24 SSH_FXP_NAME 

A response sent from the server containing the details of one or more requested 

files or directories. 

7.5.2.25 SSH_FXP_ATTRS 

A response sent from the server containing the attributes of a requested file or 

directory. 

7.5.2.26 SSH_FXP_EXTENDED 

A custom request sent to the server. The server processed this if it understands 

the request, and then sends an SSH_FXP_EXTENDED_REPLY to the client.  

7.5.2.27 SSH_FXP_EXTENDED_REPLY 

A response sent from the server for a received SSH_FXP_EXTENDED request 

packet.  

7.6 What do I need in order to host an SFTP server? 

To host an SFTP server you will need: 

 A connection to the Internet using a static IP address. 

 Use of port 22 on the internet connection. 
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With each of your SFTP clients you need to agree their username and password, 

and tell them your IP address. 
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8 X.400 

8.1 History 

Developed by the International Organisation Standards and the International 

Telecommunication Union, X.400 is a set of standards for the exchange and 

addressing electronic messages. The first X.400 recommendations were 

published in 1984 (Red Book), and a substantially revised version was published 

in 1988 (Blue Book). New features were added in 1992 (White Book) and 

subsequent updates.  

Although X.400 was originally designed to run over the OSI transport layer, an 

adaptation to allow operation over TCP/IP and has become the most popular 

way to run X.400. 

8.2 Market Sectors  

In Europe, South America, and Asia, X.400 is quite widely implemented, 

especially for EDI services. In North America it is less widely implemented but 

X.400 is still used in some applications, such as the military, intelligence services 

and aviation. 

8.3 Benefits 

 Delivery acknowledgements (MDN) 

 File names preserved 

 Both parties may initiate a connection 

 Independent of file storage architecture 

 Direct communications between companies 

 Protocol supported by third parties (VANs) 

 P2 level routing via third parties 

 Works over TCP/IP (Internet) 

 Works over XOT (X.25) 

 No permanent Internet connections required 

 Same command and data port 

8.4 Security 

X.400 was conceived to be used over point-to-point X.25 connections that 

afforded all the security that was deemed necessary. Therefore, the X.400 

protocol only provides user IDs and passwords for authentication.   

8.5 Protocol Description 

When a file (or Email) is required to be sent from one site to another, it is moved 

by one of the features of the X.400 message handling system (MHS) called an 

Interpersonal Message service. This service allows user A to send a file to user 
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B and, irrespective of the computers or connections in between, user B is able to 

read the resulting message. 

The whole basis of X.400 MHS is that the data, in the form of a file or message is 

moved in a series of steps from one user to another. The originator of the file and 

the final destination communicate with the X.400 service via a presentation 

system (the interface between the user and the computer) called a User Agent. 

Files and messages are moved between User Agents by Message Transfer 

Agents or MTAs. MTAs are normally physically remote from each other and 

communicate using various methods such as, X.25 and TCP/IP. A message may 

pass through many MTAs before reaching its final destination. 

Because the User Agent may not always be on-line at the remote end of the 

connection, the system also defines the concept of the Message Store (MS). A 

message store is merely a holding area where an Inter-Personal (IP) message 

will wait until it is collected from the X.400 system. 

Non-X.400 services may also connect into the X.400 MHS by the user of an 

Access Unit or AU, which converts the non-X.400 protocol into one of X.400 

compliance. 

In the following diagram we see that a number of users connect into the MHS via 

both native X.400 UAs (User Agents) and a telex user connects in via an AU 

(Access Unit). Messages are transferred between the users within the MHS by 

means of a Message Transfer System (MTS) made up of a number of Message 

Transfer Agents (MTAs). 

Note that User C is probably an async user and is off-line for much of the time; 

therefore messages are stored in the Message Store (MS). 

Defined in these terms, EPIC handles the functions of a Message Transfer 

Agent, a Message Store and a User Agent. It may also be said to be an Access 

Unit, as the Clearing Centre functions will exchange data between OFTP users 

and X.400 users. 

8.5.1 X.400 Protocols  

There are four major protocols defined within X.400 :-  
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The P1 protocol is the message transfer protocol between two message transfer 

agents (MTAs) and also provides the 'envelope' used to contain a message. 

The P2 protocol is the user agent to user agent protocol. It consists of 

interpersonal messages and interpersonal notifications (i.e. Transfers and End to 

End ResPonses for those familiar with the OFTP standard). P2 protocol 

elements are conveyed by P1, P3 and P7 protocols. 

The P3 protocol is the message transfer system (MTS) access protocol and is 

used to provide remote access to a MTA from a message transfer user system 

such as a user agent (UA) or message store (MS). 

The P7 protocol is the message store access protocol and is used to provide 

remote access to a message store from a user agent. 

The real transfer protocols are P1, P3 and P7, P2 being merely a presentation 

method. 

8.5.2 X.400 and EDI 

After much discussion and careful analysis of user requirements, Data 

Interchange has adopted the European P2 approach to EDI, using a 1988 MTA 

(Message Transfer Agent) with some 1992 extensions. This does not preclude 

users from communicating with 1984 standard partners. Fundamentally it means 

that the EDI message to be transmitted will be the body part (content) of an 

X.400 IP (Inter Personal) Message. 

Data Interchange believes that the P2 approach is currently the optimum, 

although in the future, X.435 (PEDI) and the use of true EDIMs (EDI Messages) 

and EDINs (EDI Notifications) will gain popularity. Thus EPIC uses the P1 

protocol and envelope to transport the P2 message. 
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From the diagram above we can see that the file being sent is structured such 

that the first part, the P1 envelope gives the X.400 system the information 

required to route the message across the MTS. When it is received at the final 

destination the content or P2 message holds the data required to logically route 

the information to its final destination, the user. The user can tell who it is to, 

whom it is from and the contents. Seen here in the example the contents are 

non-EDI but EPIC will look inside the P2 message and understand if they are 

EDI or not and what to do with the message if it does contain EDI data. 

It is important to note that although the X.400 protocol states that the P2 

message can have any number of body parts, EPIC only allows one. In EDI 

terms this equates to one interchange per P2 envelope. 

8.5.3 X.400 Domains 

Within X.400 is the concept of the domain. One or more MTAs and the attendant 

UAs, MSs etc. are grouped together into a logical unit called a Domain. Major 

companies and service providers run Administrative Domains or ADMDs. To 

these are linked Private Domains or PRMDs. 

The whole concept may be shown by the following diagram: 
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Here we see two administrative domains, in this case in different countries, 

connected together. 

Users connecting to ADMD1 would need to pass messages via ADMD2 and 

ADMD3 to communicate with users on PRMD2. 

8.5.4 Acknowledgements 

Data receipt integrity is supported by the X.400 acknowledgement system. Like 

the OFTP End to End ResPonse (EERP) acknowledgement system, this is 

designed to assure the user that a sent file has really reached its destination 

without problems. Unlike the OFTP‟s EERP, the X.400 acknowledgement may 

be switched on or off at the user‟s request and may take two basic forms, the 

delivery report and the receipt report. These report levels are requested by the 

originator of the file in the P2 header when the data is sent. 

The delivery report indicates only that the message has been successfully 

received by the final MTA in the MHS. 

The receipt report acknowledges that the data has been received by its final 

destination, the user agent. 

8.5.4.1 The Delivery Report 

The X.400 delivery report is the most basic of the two report types. All the 

delivery report states is that the data has been received by the MTA to which it 

was transmitted. It does not assure that the user has received the data. Three 

levels of delivery report are possible under X.400: 

 No delivery report at all gives the sender no clue as to the success of the 

transfer. 
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 The Basic report only reports back to the sender if a problem was 

encountered in sending the data. 

 The confirmed report which reports back to the sender the state of the 

transfer whether successful or not. 

As previously stated, the delivery report only tells the sender that the data has 

been received by the final MTA. This means that the sender will not know if the 

data is held in a message store, un-accessed for a month or if it has been 

received by the remote but was rejected on validation. To alleviate this problem, 

X.400 has a receipt report to complement the delivery report. Both reports may 

be used simultaneously. 

8.5.4.2 The Receipt Report 

The X.400 receipt report tells the sender of the data that the data has not only 

reached the final MTA but that it has been received by the UA, in other words 

that the destination user has 'read' the data. In the case of EPIC this means that 

the data has been extracted to a user file. EPIC has the facility for the user to 

browse incoming data without extracting it. This browse facility will not trigger 

EPIC to send a receipt report. The reason for this is that EPIC is basically an EDI 

processing tool and so a user browsing a file is not really a full receipt of that 

data as the data has not been forwarded for processing. 

The receipt report levels are similar to the delivery report levels but have subtly 

different meanings. No receipt report gives the sender no clue as to the failure or 

success of the transfer. The basic receipt report only sends back a report if the 

UA does not receive the data. The confirmed report will send back an 

acknowledgement stating both positive and negative UA receipt. 

8.5.5 X.400 Network Protocol (TCP/IP only) 

When originally conceived, X.400 was to use X.25. It was extended later to use 

TCP/IP. EPIC supports X.400 only over TCP/IP. 

8.6 What do I need in order to use X.400? 

For an X.400 connection you will need: 

 A connection to the Internet, either via a leased line or a broadband 

connection 

For X.400 connections you will need to exchange the following: 

 X.400 addresses of MTAs, ADMDs and UAs 

 URL/Port of X.400 server 

 ensure that your firewall is configured to allow access in both directions 

through the specified Port 
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9 Appendix A – Network Protocols 

9.1 TCP/IP 

TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) is the basic 

communication protocol of the Internet. It can also be used as a communications 

protocol in a private network (either an intranet, where parties within a single 

organisation can communicate, or an extranet, where parties may communicate 

with each other over an external but private network).  

TCP/IP provides basic but high-demand services, such as file transfer and 

electronic mail (e-mail), across a very large number of client and server systems. 

Several computers in a small company department can use TCP/IP (along with 

other protocols) on a single Local Area Network (LAN). The IP component 

provides routing from the department to the company network, then to regional 

networks, and finally to the global Internet.  

TCP/IP is designed to be highly robust and automatically recover from any 

network node or phone line failure. In addition it employs flow control 

mechanisms, to allow for inadequacies of the receiving computer, and support 

for the detection of errors and lost data, with its ability to trigger retransmission 

until the correct data is correctly and completely received.  

9.2 XOT (X.25) 

XOT (X.25 over TCP/IP) enables X.25 packets to be sent over a TCP/IP network 

to an XOT-capable router, from where they are transported to the destination 

over an X.25 connection.  

XOT allows users to connect to X.25 partners via an XOT router. In many cases, 

X.25 users prefer to install routers rather than have X.25 calls come directly into 

their communications applications, since the latter method can have security 

issues. Routers can be configured to block calls from unknown origins. 

Where native X.25 is used, X.25 hardware, which can be costly, has to be 

connected to the machine on which EPIC is installed. However, where XOT is 

used, EPIC simply makes a TCP/IP connection to an XOT-capable router such 

as a Cisco, which can provide a sizeable cost saving. 

Using an XOT router, EPIC can communicate with trading partners using either 

native X.25 or ISDN, depending on the routing rules and configuration of the 

router. 

9.3 ISDN (CAPI) 

ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) is a digital communications line that 

allows for the transmission of voice, data, video and graphics, at very high 

speeds, over standard communication lines.  
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The increasing need to transfer large volumes of EDI data, in particular 

CAD/CAM drawings, has focused attention upon high speed, low cost, 

communication.   

Two types of ISDN line interface are available: Basic Rate (BRI) and Primary 

Rate (PRI). An ISDN line consists of two different channel types: 

 B-Channel – Carries bearer services, such as digital data, video, and voice. 

 D-Channel – Carries control and signalling information and can also carry 

packet mode data.  

BRI includes two 64 kbps (kilobits per second) B-channels and one 16 kbps D 

channel. PRI in Europe consists of 30 B channels and one 64 kbps D channel, 

while in North America and Japan 23 B channels and one 64 kbps D channel are 

provided. 

Common ISDN API (CAPI) is an application-programming interface used to 

access ISDN equipment. CAPI enables applications to access ISDN adapters in 

a straightforward manner and allows unrestricted use of their functions through a 

standardized software interface. This interface, which offers a single point of 

access to different ISDN services, such as data, voice and fax, can then be used 

by applications. 

The use of CAPI allows applications to communicate over ISDN lines without 

having to cater for differences in hardware manufacturers‟ specifications. 

Furthermore, in the event of future hardware developments, applications will 

remain unaffected, as CAPI will make any changes transparent to the 

application. 

9.4 Choosing a Network Protocol 

The deciding factor in choosing a connection method is usually the trading 

partner.  If they already have connections to other companies and do not want to 

change, e.g. large manufacturers, then you do not have much choice, unless 

they allow connections via a VAN (see below). 

On the whole, X.25 is very secure, but is slow and very expensive.  TCP/IP is 

cheap and fast but can lack security (unless a secure point-to-point dial-up 

connection is made or an encrypted VPN tunnel is used).  

X.25 over ISDN falls in the middle, as it is secure and reasonably cheap. 

There are other methods of using X.25, whereby a standard modem connection 

is made to a local X.25 provider, which makes an X.25 connection on the 

sender‟s behalf. This is called X.28 or, where the modem connection is 

encrypted, X.32. 

Connections can also be made to the X.25 network for free using the D channel 

of an ISDN line (the D channel usually just controls the two B channels which are 

used for data).  This method, X.31, is currently not available in the UK, but is 

available in several European countries. 
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10 Appendix B - XOT in EPIC 

10.1 Overview 

XOT is an abbreviation for X.25 Over TCP. This allows X.25 packets to be sent 

over a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) network instead 

of an X.25 network.  

In essence, XOT tunnels X.25 traffic through an IP “cloud”. This allows EPIC to 

make a native X.25 call to a remote trading partner, without the need for X.25 

hardware within the PC. Instead, EPIC communicates with an XOT-capable 

router using XOT over a TCP/IP network, and the router makes the actual X.25 

connection. 

This ability to utilise an IP connection to an XOT router provides a cost reduction 

and also allows for the possibility of using an existing IP network to access an 

XOT router located at a remote site. 

X.25 is based on packet-switching technologies. Packet-switching technologies 

are protocols in which messages are divided into packets before they are sent. 

Each packet is transmitted individually and can even follow different routes to its 

destination. Once all the packets forming a message arrive at the destination, 

they are recompiled into the original message. 

X.25 defines layers 1, 2, and 3 in the OSI Reference Model. OSI is an ISO 

standard for worldwide communications that defines a networking framework for 

implementing protocols in seven layers. Control is passed from one layer to the 

next, starting at the application layer in one station and proceeding to the bottom 

layer, over the channel to the next station and back up the hierarchy. 

In the Connections section of the external Networks area of the EPIC 

Administrator, you will see references to Window size and Packet size, which are 

handled by Level 3 (the X.25 layer) of the OSI 7-layer model. 

10.2 Using XOT and X.25 in EPIC 

If you are currently communicating with your trading partners using native X.25, 

this diagram shows the way your system is probably configured. 

 

 

 

In EPIC, you can still communicate with your X.25 connected trading partners by 

using an external XOT router such as a CISCO, but now the system setup will 

look more like this. 
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10.3 Configuring XOT in EPIC 

To use XOT with your trading partners you need to set up an XOT Subsystem 

and an External Network utilising an XOT connection for each of your trading 

partners and clearing centres.  

In the Subsystem configuration you will provide: 

the TCP/IP address of the router that will be used to make the X.25 call 

the local IP address of the PC on which EPIC is running and which is configured 

in the router for X.25 calls that should be passed to EPIC 

In the External XOT Network configuration for each trading partner using X.25, 

you must select the XOT subsystem and provide the X.25 Network User Address 

(NUA) of your trading partner. 

10.4 XOT Logging 

In order to view all of the X.25 packets that are being transmitted and received 

by EPIC, you should select the 'Buffer' option against the XOT protocol on the 

Communications Settings node (accessed from the Comms tab in the 

Administrator). To view the actual hex contents of the XOT buffers, select 'Buffer' 

against the TCP protocol there too. 

10.5 Using an XOT interface with the CISCO Router 

These sample configurations assume that the Cisco router is configured correctly 

for TCP/IP and is part of the same network as the EPIC machine.  Further details 

of each command and sample configurations can be found on the Cisco Web 

site (www.cisco.com). 

To perform any routing of X.25 calls, the following command must be entered in 

the Cisco configuration: x25 routing 
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10.6 To Access an X.25 network using XOT 

 

 

The Cisco interface which is connected to the X.25 network needs to be 

configured with the correct number of Virtual Circuits (which will be dependent 

upon your X.25 line) 

interface Serial1/0 

 description Link to X.25 PSS 

 no ip address 

 encapsulation x25 

 x25 ltc 1024 

 x25 htc 1063 

An X25 route needs to be added to ensure that calls to the trading partner's NUA 

are routed to the external X.25 network. This allows different trading partners to 

be accessed via different external interfaces.  Additional entries can be added 

routing different NUAs to the same interface. 

x25 route 1234 interface Serial1/0 

Incoming calls need to be routed to a EPIC machine via TCP/IP 

x25 route 4321 xot 62.189.141.75 

10.7 To Access an ISDN trading partner using XOT 
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The Cisco interface which is connected to an ISDN line needs to be configured 

with a reference to a dialler pool 

interface BRI0/0 

 description ISDN Interface 

 dialer pool-member 1  

 isdn switch-type basic-net3 

A dialler Interface needs to be configured which gives the Cisco an ISDN number 

to dial when calls are routed via ISDN 

interface Dialer0 

 no ip address 

 encapsulation x25 

 dialer pool 1       (must match the entry configured against the ISDN interface) 

 dialer remote-name dinet 

 dialer string 01733390025   (the ISDN number to be dialled) 

 dialer max-call 1 

 dialer-group 1 

 x25 address 1234 

 x25 htc 1 

 x25 win 7 

 x25 wout 7 

 x25 facility windowsize 7 7 

 x25 facility packetsize 128 128 

A route can be added to map an X.25 NUA to the dialler interface 

x25 route 1234 interface Dialer0 
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11 Appendix C – Open System Concepts 

Imagine a world where telephone systems all used different methods of 

interconnection. You would not be able to make a call to a user in another 

country because his telephone system may use a different connection principle 

to yours. Perhaps you wish to buy a new phone but cannot get one to fit your 

outlet socket. Eventually you manage to buy one but the wires use a different 

signalling sequence so it does not work. 

This type of nightmare has been avoided on the telephone networks by 

standards designed and imposed by the ITU, the International Telephone Union. 

Within the ITU, the CCITT (Consultative Committee for International Telephone 

and Telegraph) are responsible for the recommendations that everyone follows 

both nationally and internationally. 

A similar initiative was started within the International Standards Organisation 

(ISO), which was to work closely with the CCITT, to address the problems of 

computer interconnection. This led to the concept of Open Systems 

Interconnection or OSI, which, by the use of internationally agreed standards, the 

equipment from different computer manufacturers is able to communicate over a 

network. This, of course, gives the computer equipment user great advantages 

and so is rigidly adhered to by the equipment manufacturers wanting the users to 

purchase conformant hardware and software. 

11.1 The OSI Model 

The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model is based upon 7 layers of 

communication. Any OSI compliant system must conform to this model. The 

layers are: 

 Layer 1 -The Physical layer is the actual cabling and connection between the 

parties. 

 Layer 2 - The Link layer (often HDLC or Higher data Link Control) provides 

elementary data integrity checking and flow control. 

 Layer 3 - The Network layer (often X.25) provides network connection, 

routing and further flow control mechanisms. 

The Physical, Link and Network levels together make up a network service. If 

this service is compliant with the X.25 standards, the three lowers levels are 

collectively termed the X.25 network. 

 Layer 4 - The Transport layer controls the use of the underlying Network 

layer. It is concerned with setting up and clearing calls for example. 

 Layer 5 - The Session layer is responsible for the synchronisation of 

activities. It also partitions the full file or message into suitably sized units 

ready for transmission. 
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 Layer 6 - The Presentation layer specifies the method by which messages 

are coded. The internal representation of the data. 

 Layer 7 - The Application layer can really be considered as three sub layers: 

 The Reliable Transfer Service, whose purpose is to ensure the transfer of 

complete messages to and from remote systems. This layer is concerned 

with check-pointing and restart/recovery procedures. If a link fails, this layer 

should attempt to re-establish the call to continue the data transfer. If the 

connection cannot be re-established, the problem is passed up to the 

Association Manager layer. 

 The Association Manager is responsible for the associations (links) with other 

systems with which files are exchanged. The Association manager takes files 

from the queue created by the Message Dispatcher above and ensures that 

the files are sent to the correct system. Incoming files are passed up to the 

Message Dispatcher. 

 The Message Dispatcher organises the incoming and outgoing mailboxes for 

the local user(s). This layer is responsible for the production and return of 

delivery reports to the file originator stating that a successful/unsuccessful 

transfer has taken place. 

 

 


